Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar （InSAR） revealed unprecedentedly significant localized subsidence in some volcanic regions, namely Mt. Akitakoma, Mt. Kurikoma, Mt. Zao, Mt. Azuma, and Mt. Nasu, in the northeastern part of Japan associated with the 2011 megathrust earthquake （M W 9.0） , which occurred off the Pacific coast of Tohoku （Takada and Fukushima, 2013, 2014） . Maximum subsidence ranges from approximately 5 cm （Mt. Nasu） to 15 cm （Mt. Azuma） . Subsided regions are roughly elliptically elongated with major axes of approximately 15⊖20 km in almost the N⊖S direction, i.e., nearly perpendicular to the axis of coseismic horizontal extension due to the earthquake. To quantitatively investigate volcanic deformation triggered by the earthquake, we performed numerical modeling with the 2D finite element method （FEM） focusing on Mt. Zao. We used two types of FE model for the E⊖W cross section through the Mt. Zao volcanic region: one with an elliptic body of hot-and-weak rock （including magma reservoir and water within it） elongated horizontally beneath the volcano, and another without it. To impose the reverse coseismic slip of the earthquake, nonuniform tangential displacement is assigned based on the estimated slip distribution along the model boundary corresponding to the interface between the Pacific and North American plates. To clarify the dependence of maximum subsidence and spatial dimensions of the subsided region upon the characteristics of the hot-and-weak rock body, we consider many cases with different size and elastic parameters, such as Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the hot-and-weak rock body. It is found that the existence of the hot-and-weak rock body can cause localized subsidence above it, and that maximum subsidence increases with size and Poisson's ratio, but decreases with Young's modulus, of the hot-and-weak rock body, and spatial dimensions of subsided region also increase with size and Poisson's ratio of the hot-and-weak rock body, but do not depend significantly on Young's modulus. The most appropriate combination of size （length of the horizontal major axis） , Young's modulus, and Poisson's ratio of the hot-and-weak rock body that can best fit the calculated subsidence pattern to the observed one is found to be that with values of 15 km, 20 GPa, and 0.35. 
. （A） Distribution of volcanic regions in northeastern Japan with remarkable crustal deformation. Red region off the Pacific coast indicates large slip area of the earthquake. （B） Distribution of crustal deformation at Mt. Zao region. This figure shows the displacement （change in the distance） in the line-of-sight （LOS） direction from the SAR satellite, which is not always the vertical displacement. However, provided the difference between the direction of displacement and the LOS direction is not very large, most （～78％） of the displacement can be regarded as vertical （i.e., subsidence） （see text for details） . Zao （top of hot-and-weak rock body is located at 3 km depth） .
表 1 仮定した楕円形高温岩体の長軸および短軸の長 さと，長軸と短軸の長さの比，最頂部の深さ． Table 1 Lengths of major and minor axes, ratios of major axis to minor axis, and depths of top assumed for elliptic bodies of hot-and-weak rock. 表 5 沈降量の近似的な観測値と計算値の残差二乗和．図 6 の計算結果のうち観測値に比較的よく適合している 13 の ケースについてのみ示す． Table 5 The sum of squared residuals between approximately observed and calculated subsidence. The sum of squared residuals is shown for only 13 cases with a better fit of calculation and observations selected from all cases shown in Fig. 6 . 
